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If you have not heard about this tragedy or its main characters Ion and his mother Creusa, this is not surprising as Euripides chose to write a play based on a more obscure myth. In typical mythology, Ion was the forefather of the Ionian tribe of Greek peoples, which included Athens but also a significant portion of their empire. As progenitor, Ion was central to one version of the Athenian foundation mythology. Competing with this Ionian story, however, was a foundation myth that recognized Athenian autochthony. For the ancient Greeks, autochthony meant not only that Athenians were indigenous people who always lived on their land, but that they literally sprang from the earth itself. In the *Ion*, Euripides reworks the story of Athenian founding by bringing together these two competing myths. In doing so, he exposes the necessary role of
foundation stories in crafting political identity and satisfying our desire to be “ruled by one’s own,” as well as the limitations of such stories to provide an unambiguous understanding of the political self.

Euripides’ Version of Ion

The play is set at the temple of Apollo in Delphi and in the prologue Hermes tells the backstory of how Creusa, the daughter of King Erechtheus (of the famous temple on the acropolis), was raped by Apollo and exposed the child. Unbeknownst to her, Apollo saved the boy who was raised at the temple. We also learn that Creusa and her foreign husband Xuthus are coming to the temple to ask the oracle for a cure to their childlessness. Apollo, Hermes tells us, will announce this child as Xuthus’ son but not reveal the truth until after the couple return to Athens. In the parodos, the Chorus draws attention to the Delphic architecture depicting the battle between the autochthonous giants and Olympian gods. Creusa then arrives ahead of Xuthus to inquire on behalf of a “friend” who was raped by Apollo what happened to their child; she meets Ion and the two recognize mutual suffering (childlessness and motherlessness) but not each other; she is prevented from asking the god what he would conceal. Xuthus arrives and receives the false oracle that the first person he sees after exiting the temple will be his son. At first Ion resists this news, because as a foreigner and bastard, he will not be welcomed in Athens; Xuthus agrees to keep his identity a secret but a banquet is planned to celebrate them as guest-friends (xenoi).

The Chorus and Old Tutor expose this attempted usurpation to Creusa and together they plot to kill Ion with poison of the Gorgon given to her autochthonous ancestor Erichthonios. Ion is saved when he pours out the wine and a bird dies by drinking it. He returns on stage to exact justice by killing the now suppliant Creusa, but she is saved by the Priestess of Apollo who
reveals the tokens found with Ion as a baby: a basket, a living olive branch, a weaving with the Gorgon and serpents, and a necklace of golden snakes. With these tokens, mother and son come to recognize each other as “one’s own,” although Ion remains sceptical that his father is a god. Athena arrives, *deus ex machinē*, confirms his paternity and prophesizes Ion’s sons will found the four tribes and colonies of the Ionians. Creusa will have two more sons with Xuthus, Dorus and Aeolus, who will found other Greek tribes. With this, the play ends: seemingly happily and rather patriotic.

**Euripides’ Innovations**

Although Ion is a relatively obscure mythological figure, Euripides does make several innovations which bring together the two competing versions of Athenian identity. One foundation story highlights the Athenians as Ionians, who were one of the main (but less noteworthy) migratory Greek peoples. Herodotus, for example, tells us the Ionians were driven out of their original homeland in northern Peloponnese into Attica and beyond. The second version is that Athenians are autochthonous people. For the ancients, autochthony had a dual meaning. It stressed a continuous or uninterrupted living on the land, such as Thucydides’ comment that the Athenians “always lived in Athens.” It also could mean literal autochthony, in that the ancestors were born from the earth itself (*auto-chthōn*). This original ancestor was Erechtheus and/or Erichthonios. Mythological accounts are not clear whether this is the same or a different people, but Euripides makes Erechtheus the son of Erichthonios. Erichthonios was born when Hephaestus failed to rape Athena and she wiped off his sperm which fertilized the earth. Unlike other versions of autochthony, such as the giants or Theban sown men who sprung from the earth as full grown warriors, Erichthonios was born a helpless baby who was given to
be fostered to the daughters of Cecrops, who was the first king of Athens and also an autochthon who was half snake from the waist down.

Significantly, Euripides brings together or reconciles these two myths: Ion is the founder of the Ionians and a descendent of the autochthons. Thus, the story provides convenient justification for Athenian domination over the largely Ionian empire. In addition, since he is revealed to be a demigod founder, Athenian origins rival the Spartan claim to descend from Heracles as well as downgrade their forefather Dorus to Ion’s younger human half-brother. In more typical versions, such as Hesiod, the common Greek ancestor Hellen had three sons: Xuthus, Dorus, and Aeolus. In Hesiod’s version, there is no doubt that Xuthus is Ion’s father. Thus in Euripides’ version, his innovations bring together the competing myths of origin and create a new, improved version of Ion and Athenian identity.

Lessons from the Ion

There are several lessons highlighted by Euripides’ reworking this story of political origins. It is probably significant that the play is set in Delphi, which was not only considered the center of the world for the Greeks, but the place where all colonies began. Delphi is equally famous for the inscription “know thyself” (gnōthi seauton), which was inscribed on the entrance of Apollo’s temple. Well-known for its inspiration of the Socratic philosophic quest for self-knowledge, this inscription also draws attention to the question of how we come to know or recognize our own. Furthermore, since Ion is the autochthonous heir, his personal journey of self-discovery is interconnected with Athenian identity. In other words, Ion’s story reveals that it is not only individuals, but political communities which confront the question “who am I.”
The play points to two crucial factors in answering this question. First, as in Ion’s recognition scene with Creusa, we come to identify each other through tokens of community. In the case of Creusa and Ion, these include the basket, the olive branch, a weaving of the Gorgon, and the golden necklace of snakes. Such tokens are laden with meaning for the Athenian audience: for example, the golden necklace represents the snakes Athena put in Erichthonios’ basket and such necklaces were still given to Athenian children as a token of their identity. Today we continue to use symbols, such as textile design, animal icons, and national flags, as forms of community identification. Importantly, such symbols can only take on meaning in the specificity of their context. By highlighting this need for explanatory significance, Euripides points to the second crucial factor of identity: symbols and signs of community are meaningless without the story the community tells about itself and its origin. Without the story, the tokens are merely empty objects.

So stories, like this very myth of Ion told by Euripides, are essential to understanding “who we are” and to identifying “who is one’s own.” Importantly, through his retelling the story of origin and identity, Euripides exposes the limitations such stories have to place origins on firm foundations. Such stories of origin, as Plato also highlights in his subsequent examination of noble lies, are crucial to forming community; yet, they are not established on reliable truths. There are several indications in the tragedy that origin stories are not all they seem. For one thing, there are many instances of partial or inaccurate stories. One of the main stories, for example, told and retold throughout the play is the rape of Creusa: Hermes tells the story in the prologue; in Creusa’s first telling she claims it was a “friend” who was raped; she retells the true story to the Chorus and Old Tutor without the information that the child lived; and finally she reveals the truth to Ion in the end. Also of significance is that both Creusa and Ion have to be
prevented from questioning the god about the rape, because it something which he chooses to conceal. This retelling of Creusa’s rape reveals the secrets and partial knowledge embedded in the telling and retelling of origin stories. Such stories are always partial because they conceal ignorance of the past or the shame of events, usually violent and chaotic, connected to our foundings.

The *Ion* also reveals that origin stories are unreliable and may contain deliberate lies. What, for example, is the audience to make about the fact Hermes tells us in the prologue that Apollo will not reveal the truth of Ion’s identity until after they arrive in Athens; however, Apollo is forced to reveal this truth in Delphi. This seems to indicate that his prophecies are neither reliable nor accurate. Even more problematic, however, is that this god of prophecy tells a deliberate lie to Xuthus concerning Ion’s paternity and commands, through Athena, this lie to continue. The god of prophecy does indeed “speak falsely.” Thus more than simply partial or unreliable, origin stories conceal deliberate misrepresentations.

Foundation Stories and the Ties that Bind

The most obvious comment on political identity in the play is the connection between kinship and broader community identity. The play’s denouement is the discovery that Creusa and Ion are their “own” and that he is the semi-divine founder of the Ionian people. This renewed identity has been interpreted as providing a nice justification for Athenian hegemony over the empire, especially since Ion is now superior to Spartan myths of founding. From this perspective, Euripides reveals the role of story in recreating new improved heroes to solidify bonds of community. Yet, for all his genealogical revision, Euripides’ version also undermines such a straightforward patriotic reading. In his version, Ion may be the founder of the Ionian
peoples, but through Creusa all the combatant Greeks are really brothers and descendants of the autochthonous line of Erechtheus. In addition, the Ionian colonies have their own foundering fathers in his sons. In other words, who is celebrated as founder depends only on how far back one cares to look.

A second aspect of community identity revealed by the Ion concerns the status of the “other” in the community. This is most vividly represented by the Chorus’ xenophobia against the “too many foreigners” in Athens and their attitude toward Xuthus. Although Xuthus does intend to lie to Creusa (ostensibly to protect her feelings) regarding his “son,” this presentation of the untrustworthy other is destabilized in the story. For one thing, Xuthus is not the subject, but the object of all the major falsehoods; for another, we learn he married the autochthonous Creusa because he saved the city from invasion and Creusa refuses to kill him because he has been good. The foreigner proves not dangerous, but invaluable to the continuance of the city.

All of this bias against Xuthus emphasizes the Chorus’ desire to be “ruled by one’s own.” As they stress: “may no other from any other House grasp and rule the city, except one of the noble Erechtheid.” This desire reveals the political vulnerability at the heart of such bias. On the one hand, there is no indication that Xuthus is a bad or ineffectual ruler; in fact, he saved the city. On the other hand, there is no indication that Ion will be a good ruler; in fact, he is revealed to be impious when he almost murders his mother when she took sanctuary. Yet for the Athenians, the boy who was to be murdered is easily celebrated as legitimate hero: yet, nothing changed but recognition of kinship. This categorical rejection of the foreigner and unconditional support of one’s own reveals the connection between this very ancient desire to be ruled by one’s own and an equally ancient understanding of justice: helping friends and harming enemies. In this case, the play offers the most simplistic and narrow interpretation of friends as equated with
kin and enemies with foreigners. Again Euripides undermines such a simplistic reading with constant reminders in the play, such as the description of the giants’ war or Gorgon’s poison, that autochthony is not unconditionally good: in most stories, including this one, autochthony proved a sterile foundation without the intervention of the other. Although Creusa claimed she kept the vials of Gorgon blood separate because good does not mix with bad, throughout the story, autochthony is revealed to contain both.26

Conclusion

Euripides’ Ion is a story of origin, identity, and political foundations. Ion’s own journey of self-discovery, fraught with danger and misunderstanding, reveals the importance of such stories to the experience of community. We come to recognize “one’s own” by the stories we tell of our common origin, but these stories are neither straightforward nor uncomplicated. As symbolized by Creusa’s rape, much of the origin story is partial and conceals the violence of beginnings. Although our own myths of nationalism have roots in our nation-state system, there is much in the Ion which still provides lessons for our political self-understanding.27 Our own foundation myths – necessary to bind communities – also contain partial knowledge and deliberate lies. Origin stories also reveal the simplistic and biased view of the “other” and undermine the valuable and equally necessary contributions of foreigners to the continuance of community. One has to be cautious of identity stories, as Ion himself says: “things do not look the same up close as at a distance.”28 Thus, the most valuable lesson of the Ion for modern attempts to understand our national identities is that origin stories are not to be trusted without examination. The Delphic message of “know thyself” proves to be not only an inspiration for a philosophic, but also a political journey of self-discovery.
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